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None. There is quite a lot of technical content, so some knowledge
of mathematics is essential. Any non-specialists wishing to take the
course should contact the lecturer
Mr S Rose

Course Description and Objectives
This is a reading and writing course. It aims to provide a conspectus of mathematical thought
from the earliest times up to about 1830 CE, and selected topics from later work. Students are
encouraged to read some primary sources, to see in outline e.g. how Archimedes obtained his
famous bounds for π, how Non-Euclidean geometry was discovered. Some emphasis is placed
on the Greek period, the Islamic period and the seventeenth century, including Newton and the
Principia.
Recommended Texts
The course reader is Fauvel & Gray, History of Mathematics, a Reader (McMillan, C. £25),
which is essential. Short surveys like D J Struik’s Concise History (4th edn only) indicate
a framework. General histories like those of Boyer & Merzbach, and V. Katz, are useful adjuncts to the course. S. Hollingdale’s Makers of Mathematics is a readable and informative
introduction.
Detailed Syllabus
The history of mathematics is not history alone, nor is it mathematics alone, but a subject
requiring some balanced sympathy and knowledge of the techniques of both rather different
fields of study. The aim of this course is to provide a general framework and background to
the history of mathematics up to more recent times, and to present different views of how the
subject has, or has not, developed at different times. The history of mathematics is itself a
continually developing subject with work in many countries including the UK.
Part of the course will involve looking at actual pieces of the work of a few of the leading
mathematicians of the past (the so-called “primary sources”), but the reproduction of such in
the final examination will not be expected. In addition to the final examination, which will
be by unseen written essay questions (of which examples will be available early in the course),
six contributory essays will be required as course-work, partly to help candidates who may not
have written essays for some time, and partly to familiarize them with dealing with the sort of
questions that will be asked and the needs of assembling, choosing and presenting the material
relevant to specific issues. 20% of the final assessment will be allocated to coursework, so it will
be worth attention for this reason alone.

- Egypt and Babylonia
- Greek and Hellenic mathematicians, including Euclid, Archimedes, Apollonius and Ptolemy
- Mathematics in the Islamic World
- The transmission of ancient knowledge to medieval Europe
- Algebra, trignometry and athrimetic in the Renaissance
- Analytic geometry in the seventeenth century including Descartes and Fermat
- “Calculus” before Newton
- Newton and Leibniz and the Calculus
- Newton’s Principia
- Euler
- Gauss
- Non-Euclidean geometry, including Bolyai and Lobachevsky
- Galois and the Solution of Polynomial Equations
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